
 

 

WELCOME to your 5-Day ABS CHALLENGE 

 

Welcome 

I’m going to show you how to slim and tone your core and banish the bloat with 

some dietary tips and movement. 

You’ll learn common sense methods to help you reach your goals.  

And, together we will unwind years of doubting that you can get the abs that you 

want and remove the confusion the diet and fitness industry has taught you. 

I know what it’s like to…  

• Be confused about what food to eat to look and feel great with and without 

clothes.  

• Worry that I’m doing something wrong and can injure myself or not get the 

results that I want.  

• Envy people who seem to eat whatever they want while exercising and have the 

body that I want. 
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That’s why I created the 5-Day ABS Challenge.  

It sucks to feel out of control. 

It sucks to work hard and not get the results you want. 

What I learned, is that it is not hard work, it is the right work.  

That stops with this challenge.  

YOU will feel and look great while reducing the bloat and pain in your body with 

simple, doable, common sense guidelines putting you back in the driver’s seat of 

your life. 

If my style of teaching motivates and inspires you – this is just a glimpse of the 

workouts that are in the 21- Day ABS Challenge.  

The BIG difference is that you will be in a part of my membership site so you get 

the satisfaction of marking your workout complete and I can check on your 

progress!!! 

 

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THE CHALLENGE  

Be Ready to Go and Ready to ACT  

Make sure you check your junk folders and “unspam” me as I will be sending you 

tips that you don’t want to miss like Banish Your Bloat and 2 Fat Burner Secrets.  

You are going to learn a lot of new things about how to slim and tone your abs 

and get rid on your bloat during this 5-Day ABS Challenge and it is an exciting ride. 

Remember, you signed up for this challenge to get motivated, learn how to make 

slim and tone your abs and perhaps get a kickstart in your weight loss.  

No sabotaging your future by not moving your abs each date. 

Just because I can’t see you doesn’t mean you can’t see yourself.  
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Include Your Friends and Family 

Have peeps join you in this challenge so that you all can feed off each other’s 

enthusiasm. Send me a quick email with your progress and of course, I’ll be 

checking up on you too. 

 

Keep the Learning Going  

You will learn a lot but what you DO with that information is key.  

It’s not enough to hear it and get inspired. You need to set your mind to doing 

the things you learn and commit to small daily actions. 

 

How the Challenge Works 

Step ONE:  

Read through the entire guide for all the amazing tips. 

 

Step TWO:  

Plan the workouts into your week. THIS IS IMPORTANT.  

Scheduling your workouts will improve your odds of you actually doing the 

workouts. If you are having issues with doing the classes, touch base with me. 

 

Step THREE:  

Do a workout each day  

 

Step FOUR:  

Check your emails for your Banish the Bloat Guide and 2 Fat Burner Tips.  
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A LITTLE ABOUT ME…  

I grew up eating a pretty healthy diet (with a side dish of sugar) and working out 

like a crazy person to get the body that I wanted. You know – the old “calories in – 

calories out” model. 

I was moody. 

I was exhausted. 

I was deflated. 

I was envious that others seem to look just right without any effort. 

I took diet pills. 

I crunched my abs every day. 

I ran and did not enjoy it! 

I was bloated and gassy. 

I had 2 babies and couldn’t lose the muffin top. 

I had no energy. 

I was thinking, “what the hell is the matter with me?” 

I was stuck in a food and exercise trap. 

I wanted a quick fix. 

I got smarter. 

I stopped pushing. 

I changed my mindset from immediate results to enjoying the journey. 

I moved away from being a dieter and hoping that “doing this or that” would be 

“the” answer. 

I moved towards realizing that food is not a reward and exercise is not 

punishment. 

I realized that I was struggling because I did not know another way to deal with 

life besides over-eating and over-exercising. 
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This is a trap many of us fall in to.  

Does this resonate with you? 

You need to know that you can sigh a breath of relief, because even though we 

are going to be eating and moving our bodies, it’s coming from a very different 

place. 

 

And that’s when I realized that my dream of having slim and trim abs, getting rid 

of my gassy and bloated belly and lower back pain is a journey and not a one and 

done. 

 

Getting the ABS you want.  

I wrote a book called Cookie Dough in the Dark, that deeply explores our 

relationship with food. Why we subconsciously eat more that we need, why we 

gravitate to certain foods and about my raw and vulnerable story with over-eating 

sugary foods. This book has provided hope and inspiration to those that have read 

it and has freed them from: 

• The good food/bad food mentality 

• Emotional eating 

• Beating themselves up for overeating and learning how to trust their bodies 

again 

• Diet traps and quick fixes 

To read my book, order it here.  

 

For this 5-day ABS Challenge, you will also receive  

• The dietary strategies to reduce your bloat (check your junk/spam folders 

as this will be emailed to you on Day 2) 

• The “Banish your Bloat” Class helps to improve digestion, increase nutrient 

absorption and increase elimination. These 3 things alone, will help to 

flatten your belly.  
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Secondly, you will learn how to effectively work your core to tone and slim your 

waistline and increase your lower back strength thereby allowing you to move 

freely throughout your day.  

 

 

 

 

5-Days of ABS Classes 

 

 

Here is a sampling of the videos in our 21-Day ABS Program, click here for more 

information.   

Beginners – work at your own pace. It’s better to do just 5 minutes a day of the 

videos than nothing at all. 

Intermediate – we start with the fundamentals for Day 1 and Day 2. These set up 

your core foundation and will help you to trim and slim your core and reduce back 

pain. 

Advanced – please do Day 1 and Day 2 as core foundation reminders. Do the 

hardest options available, with proper form, in all the videos provided. I have not 

included my more advanced abs, those are available in the 21-Day ABS Challenge.  
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Day #1 

5 simple moves to get rid of your mummy tummy (10 minutes) (and if you’ve 

never had kids, to tone and tighten)  

Ok and I cannot say diastasis recti, but I can spell it!! When I first started teaching 

Pilates, I honestly DID NOT GET IT - but I stuck with it and very quickly learned 

how it is the foundation for all of our movements. When we know how to engage 

the core properly, we improve our mind body connection, decrease our chances 

of injury and get results faster!  
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Day #2 

7 intermediate moves to get rid of your mummy tummy or if you don't have 

kids, to tone and tighten your belly!   (7 minutes) 

Optional roller but can do all the moves without it. Please make sure you have 

done the 5 simple moves class from yesterday first.  
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Day #3 

ALL ABS virtual Class (24 minutes) 

Cat/Cow, Superman, Pelvic Tilts, Glute Bridge, Bicycles, Pilates Side laying series, 

curls, scissors, planks, swimming, plank jumps, stretching  
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Day #4 

Pilates Core and More (15 Minutes)  

No equipment required using Pilates moves to strengthen your core, lower back, 

glutes and thighs and legs 
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Day #5 

Beginner/Intermediate Tabata Abs (30 minutes) – No equipment needed 

Pelvic tilts, spinal peel, curls, plank, step touch planks, obliques, plank arm lift, toe 

taps, lower abs lifts, side leg lifts, side plank, cool down and stretch.  

Beginners, please slow it down and take your time with the transitions as there is 

little time from one move to the next. 

For those of you that are more advanced, you will love the more challenging 

videos in the Intermediate/Advanced section of the 21-Dats ABS Challenge.  
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What to do each day 

1. Schedule your workout in for the day 

2. Do the workout 

3. Check your emails for your Banish the Bloat Guide and 2 Fat Burner Secrets 

4. If you miss a day, don’t fret, start again the next day. 

That’s it. 

I can’t wait to hear about your progress.  

Getting a toned and slim core while banishing the bloat and reducing back pain is 

always easier when you aren’t alone. Have your friends & family join the 

challenge with you and lean on me for support.  

Healthy hugs, 

Tanya 

 

Tanya Willis 

Founder and CEO of Vibrant Living with Tanya and all the subsequent programs 

created. 

Author of Cookie Dough in the Dark, PN 1 Nutrition Coach, ACE Behavioural 

Change Coach, Personal Trainer, Fitness Instructor, 30+ years experience 

Transformation Health Coach helping women lose weight & gain health in a way 

that works for them without deprivation and over-exercising. 

 

Follow Tanya on Social 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/VibrantLiving.TanyaWillis  

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/vibrantlivingwithtanya/  
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